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Description:
Libro d'Oro is a site specific installation that appropriates the symbol of the Guest
Book - its basic concept, linguistic codes, and visual imagery, to explore the marks
the Other leaves on a place. In Italian, the Guest Book is called Libro d'Oro, or "Golden Book". In this installation, the artist interpreted
these words in a literal way to imagine the larger-than-life Guest Book of the old Italian jail, home of Gallerie delle Prigioni.
To do so, the artist fully covered one of its cells with gold leaf and places a myriad of texts and drawings throughout the space in the
form of white neon signs that represent blown-up versions of actual graffiti left on the stone walls by prisoners over the span of more
than a century. Beyond its shining walls, the cell remains empty, leaving the observers on their own inside this imaginary environment
that evokes the recollection of religious byzantin icons, or palazzos of the Italian Renaissance. Here, the marks of the prisoners are
sublimated and celebrated rather than hidden or erased.
Beyond its opulent and quasi-mystical dimension, the piece also invites the viewer
to reflect on the role of prisons and the status of the prisoners. Dovetailing with
Jannis Kounellis' epochal work "Tragedia civile" (1975), the installation comes to
question the loss of human identity - in this case that of the prisoner.
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